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UNIT: Manifest Destiny and the Westward Movement   Ropes, 2015 

Lesson Title: The Gold Rush, 1849  
2 days Social Studies and 2 days writing, 4th Grade 

Standards: 
SS 4.4.2.a Compare and contrast primary and secondary sources to better understand 
multiple perspectives of the same event. 

SS 4.4.4.b Identify and cite primary and secondary sources to research the history of 
Nebraska. 

Nebraska State English Language Arts Standards  
4.1.3  Identify the main idea and supporting details in what they have read.  
4.1.4  Identify the resource appropriate for a specific purpose, and use the resource to 
locate information. 

Note to Teachers: Participation in this lesson was enthusiastic. 4th graders commented 
that original historical document lessons were more difficult than the book lessons, but 
they liked it much better because they could talk with each other about the real events, 
learn old-fashioned vocabulary, and be history detectives. Teaching with original 
historical documents may be slow at first, but with each exposure the students increased 
their understanding and decreased their time for sourcing and the procedure. 

Rationale: Understanding preconceived and actual cultural encounters and land 
ownership struggles between Natives and non-natives is emphasized in this study of the 
Gold Rush. Many who sought California gold crossed Nebraska. 

Guiding Questions:   
How did the ‘49ers justify and greatly increase westward expansion? (Lesson) 
How did the discovery of gold impact Native American life? (Lesson) 
How does the artwork in the capitol building reflect our documents? (Lesson) 
How did Americans justify westward expansion? (Unit) 
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Lesson Objective: I will be able to explain how different aspects of the Gold Rush 
helped some justify westward expansion but also explain its impact on Native Americans. 

Historical Background:   
Timeline from The Nebraska Adventure by Jean A Lukesh; 2005, Gibbs Smith, 
Publisher, Utah - Fourth Grade Text book pages 122-3. 
1841 – 1849 Thousands of people travel west on the Oregon Trail. (Lesson) 
1842  John Fremont explores the Platte Valley. 
1846  Fort Kearney is built near Nebraska City. 
1847  Mormons begin traveling along the Platte River on their way to Utah. (Lesson) 
1848  Fort Kearney is rebuilt near the Grand Island on the Platte River. 
1848 Gold is discovered in California. (Historical Background) 
1849 The gold rush to California begins. (This Lesson) 

2012 Lesson author, R. Heather Ropes, and her cousin, Chris Kolstad, discover 
Allender family documents. Jacob Allender is Ropes’ great-great-great grandfather. 

Resources: 
Jacob Allender, Adventures and Experiences of a Forty-Niner, undated 
Shimer & Conwell, “James Shimer’s Trip to California in ’49,” 1915 
Marryat, Hilltop of San Francisco, California, Looking toward the Bay, 1849 
Unknown Photographer, San Francisco and Bay, 1851 
Curtis, Fishing-pool - Southern Miwok, circa 1920 
Heizer, California/Handbook, v.8, Key to Tribal Territories, California’s Cultural 

Areas (1978) 

Model: 
We are reading original documents in order to understand the Gold Rush and the part it 
played in the idea of Manifest Destiny. Two of our documents are reminiscences.  

“A reminiscence is written later in life, long after the events being described. 
Reminiscences are the most suspect form of "eyewitness testimony" to history 
because of the many years that have passed. Historians generally check their 
accounts against diaries and journals, which were usually written only hours or 
days after the events they chronicle, as well as other forms of primary 
documentary evidence ... 

A diarist is a person that generally writes on nearly a daily basis. A journal may 
be written when special events or feelings occur.” 

Source: The Oregon-California Trails Association,  1-1-15 
http://www.octa-trails.org/OLD/learn/people_places/articles_ot_diaries.php#diarysample 

Even before I begin reading the paragraphs, I am going to look at both sides of the paper 
again and highlight some things. (Elmo) Good readers need to understand what they are 
reading. I noticed that some words are underlined. As I scan the page I notice that there is 
a vocabulary box.  
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Review all words and definitions. 
Torrents (segmented): a violent downpour – in this case it will be rain, etc. 

 
Notice the bottom of the page with the paragraphs. The first word is, “Source.” Highlight 
that word. Read aloud. What is important here that we should highlight? Think about our 
caveman talk / close reading, not everything is the most important. What is the most 
important? 
(Go through and verbalize why certain text is the most important to highlight.) 
 
Highlight the following headings before reading. 

• Vocabulary 
• Historical Background 
• Source 
• Titles 

 
Model 
We have to know the historical background in order for us to understand the text we are 
reading, the photographs we see, and the map we use. Good readers read the text at least 
one time before they highlight. Please read our Document A. Pay attention to the 
vocabulary words and insert the meanings as you read for the first time. We will take a 
few minutes then come together and I will read aloud as you follow along and we will 
clarify anything that you don’t fully understand.   
 
Remember our purpose for reading this is finding the answer to our guiding question. 
Additionally, I want you to realize that both of these documents give insight to activities 
that occurred as the people looking for gold crossed Nebraska on their way to California. 
Begin. 
 
Independent  

• Cold read 
• Take lower kids to back table to read to them as they follow along. 

 
Model 
Before we move on, I want you to move into groups of 4. (30 seconds) 
Each person will share one thing that you found interesting in your first reading of 
Shimer’s Trip. I’m going to share first.  

• I would be so frightened to try to get a wagon out of quicksand.  
 
Share 
Students now share thoughts in their groups. 
      
Model 
Good readers make sure that they are reading ahead to understand. Taking time to insert 
the meaning for new vocabulary and not getting distracted helps our comprehension too. 

• Read aloud James Shimer’s Trip to California in ‘49 
• Verbally insert definitions when coming upon a vocabulary word. 
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Share 
Each person take a turn and share another fact or opinion about what we just read. 
 
Model 
We are now ready to highlight the most meaningful words in the text. This 
comprehension strategy helps us choose the fewest words with the greatest meaning so 
that we can get the gist of the selection when we read just the highlighted words. 

• Uncork your highlighters.  
• I will model. Please highlight exactly what I do. When you read the next selection 

you will highlight on your own. 
• (Para helps slower learners keep on track) 
• Read in whisper voices only the highlighted words to make sure that we are on 

target. 
 
Now find the two-page Document B, which is part of the reminiscence that Jacob 
Allender wrote. (Teacher Note: Preconceived notion that they will need weapons “with 
which to kill Indians” proves unnecessary as they cross Nebraska and have good relations 
with the Pawnee. Students will gasp as they read the first but remind them that good 
readers keep reading to find out what happens.) 

• Show photograph of Jacob Allender  ****Get digital copy for this lesson*** 
• Read once   
• Second reading, share, then guide for highlighting. 
• Take slower learners to back table to highlight (shared/guided) 

 
Share 
Students share thoughts about the reading. 
Teacher questions students, in which they find evidence from text. 

• Example: In Text, Inference, Comparison 
• Where did this group begin their journey? (Cadiz, Ohio) 
• Do you get a sense of the general feeling of the travelers?  
• How did the discovery of gold in California increase westward expansion? 

(Guiding question) 
 

Model/Share/Guide/Independent 
Follow along as teacher highlights comprehension text. We see how close we come to 
one another’s selections. 

• I’m going to write a summary sentence about this reading. (SS notebooks) 
• Lead a shared writing sentence to follow. 
• Guide as students write more thoughts. 
• Share some of their writing. 
• Independently edit or add to finish their paragraph about the “49ers. 
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Model 
I find it interesting that we have two authors who are reminiscing about Nebraska as they 
travel the trail to the gold fields in California. Remember that Mr. Allender and Mr. 
Shimer are friends traveling together. One remembers getting stuck in a horrid torrential  
rain and having to dig out a wagon from quicksand. Mr. Allender doesn’t even mention 
the event.  
 
Share 
Do you think that if they were keeping a diary they would have both written about the 
rain and quicksand?  

• Discuss with your team what the difference is between a reminiscent document 
and a diary or journal? In which would the torrents of rain very likely have been 
mentioned? 

• Share from teams. 
• Think about what Mr. Allender expected his interactions to be with Indians as he 

crossed the country. What did he actually experience? Find the evidence. 
 

I want you to look at the photographs and the map.  
• Note years (explosion of population in three years, affect on the Native 

Americans already living on the land [disease, slavery, children stolen, murder are 
the reality], miners, people living in the city [Levi Strauss], etc.) 

• Note sources 
Tell a neighbor one thing you notice in each image. 
Map: There is something special about the map. Can you figure out what this map is 
telling us? Discuss in your table groups. 

• Words are not words we are familiar with. 
• Title of map. 
• Indian nations in California before great influx of Americans and Europeans. 
• Look at the person fishing. Note the year. (1920 / Curtis photo) 
• How do you think his tribe lived prior to the Spanish missionaries and the 

American gold miners arrival? (Inference) 
 
Independent 
After listening to each other today, take think time and then write three thoughts you have 
about our documents in your SS notebook. You may illustrate as well. 
 
Writing Lesson  
 (Have guiding questions written on two boards.) 
A. How did the ‘49ers justify and greatly increase westward expansion?  
B. How did the discovery of gold impact Native American life?  
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Anticipatory 
Show capitol artwork that represents westward expansion and Native American life. 
http://nebraskavirtualcapitol.org/ 
Gold Rush, Pioneer, Trains westward, Mosaics, Pawnee 
The Capitol has many examples of Native American life.  Examples might include:  Ideal 
of Freedom in the Memorial Chamber or the Sun Dance in the Warner Chamber. 
 
Model 
I’m thinking about our guiding questions. I’ve read about interesting experiences written 
by the people who had the experiences. I’ve seen actual photographs and an interesting 
map. We have looked at art within our capitol that represents the westward movement 
into and through Nebraska. Let’s review the guiding questions. 
 

• How did the ‘49ers justify and greatly increase westward expansion?  
• How did the discovery of gold impact Native American life? What conclusions 

can your draw about Native Americans and prospectors being in contact with one 
another?  

 
Share 
In your table groups, each person take a turn and tell one fact about the ‘49ers and then 
the Native Americans, Pawnee, California tribes, or previous knowledge of others. 
 
Directions for Sharing in Two Group Format 
Divide class into two groups. 
Each group creates a basic outline to their guiding question. Each student copies the 
outline and uses it to write their essay individually. Peer edit and read aloud. 
 
You must support your ideas with evidence from the historical documents. It will be very 
interesting to see how our minds work and communicate our thoughts differently even 
though we have read the same material and are working from the same basic outline.  
 

• Split class into two groups, one to answer each guiding question. 
• 45 second transition for moving desks, rugs down, and bottoms on rugs. 
• Students have SS notebooks, pencils, and document packet. 
• Choose a recorder, a person with good handwriting who will write your outline on 

the white board.  
• Choose a leader to call on people and lead the discussion about what to include in 

your basic outline. (30 seconds) 
• Choose a reporter. This person will later report to the whole class what the outline 

says and answer questions from the other group. (30 seconds) 
• When I begin my outline, I want to have a topic sentence that will allow me to 

answer the guiding question and give the reader an idea what my essay / 
paragraph will be about. You may co-create your topic sentence.  

o Sample: The 49’ers were people moving westward to California in hopes 
of finding gold.  
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o Sample:  The 49’ers justified their westward movement because they 
thought they had the rights to mine gold wherever they could find it. 

o Sample:  Native Americans were impacted in many ways when Americans 
began moving from the east to the west in search of California gold. 

o Sample:  Even though Native Americans were living on the land first, 
their lives changed greatly as people moved west to claim gold. 

o Creating a quick outline. All members of the team must participate. 
Formative grade on participation, cooperation, use of evidence, and 
quality of thought.  

RUBRIC for group outline  
• You must reference at least two different types of documents for evidence 
• You may include inference using what you know and mixing it with what you 

have learned from the authors or photographer or cartographer. 
• Basic outline discussed and recorded by each team’s members. 
• Basic outline shared with whole class by reporter after writing time is complete. 

 
 
Summary Writing: 40 minute blocks on two days  

• Create more detailed outline. 
• Write draft 
• Share with others within same question group 
• Revise / edit 
• Share with someone from other question group 
• Revise / edit 
• Write final for formative assessment 

 
         
Rubric for Individual Essays / Proficient / Formative 
 
At least one paragraph is written to answer each of the guiding questions. 
At least two different types of documents are referenced in answers. 
Content shows:  

• 4 cases of direct evidence 
• References of source to each 
• Organization and content are sequential, logical, and show understanding 
• Analyzed opinion of student is included 
• Conventions, capitalization, punctuation and grammar match norms of class 
• Evidence of editing is on draft and incorporated into the final essay 
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Gold Rush Document A (Modified)  Name: _______________________ 
       # _____ 
Background 
The following is a reminiscent account by James Shimer and Colonel John Conwell of their trip 
to the gold fields of California. The group left Cadiz, Ohio on March 20, 1849. This reminiscent 
account was published in the Evening Gazette in Reno, Nevada on July 7, 1915 and in the Cadiz, 
Harrison County newspaper on July 22, 1915. 
 
Shimmer and Conwell, “JAMES SHIMER’S TRIP TO CALIFORNIA IN ’49,” 1915 
     One of the many adventures across the plains and over the  
mountains: when they were camped in North Platte Valley, one night there  
was a terrific storm.  The tents were blown down and could not be made  
fast.  Rain fell in torrents and hail covered the ground to a depth of  
three inches.  In the morning they found themselves on a bed of  
quicksand.  The wagons sank in the sand up to the hubs.  The mule teams  
could not get close enough to the wagons.  A long rope was attached to  
the wagons and boards were laid on the ground and placed near the wagon  
wheels.  The men stood on the boards to prevent them from sinking in the  
sand.  The mules were hitched to the rope, by pulling and the men by  
lifting, the wagons were finally brought out on safe ground.  On the  
average they made twenty mile a day, one day fifty miles were covered.  
This was necessary in order to reach a place where they could obtain  
water.  
     This wagon train had an easier trip than most of the pioneers.  
They attributed this to their mules.  A majority of the pioneers crossed  
the plains with oxen, all the way from the Missouri River, they passed  
carcasses and skeletons of these animals.  They had died of thirst and  
exhaustion.  These pioneers knew nothing of how or where to locate  
water.  The Shimer party did not have the know how either, but their  
mules did.  When they were within four miles of the Humbolt River, the  
mules were on the point of dropping.  Suddenly one of them whinnied, and  
the team stopped automatically, the mules sniffed and as if a starter  
had said “go” they took off at a terrific pace.  There was no stopping  
them, they had smelled water.  They ran right into the Humbolt River and  
did not stop until they had found the deepest place.  In the river they  
again demonstrated their keenness.  Instead of committing suicide as a  
horse or man would do when so nearly dead of thirst, they drank  
sparingly and remained in the middle of the river for more than an hour.  
     In this group there were several experienced hunters and they had  
no trouble killing two or three deer a day so they had plenty of food.  
They also did not have any trouble with the Indians.  
 
Vocabulary 
Torrents:  a violent downpour 
Quicksand: a deep bed of soft sand saturated with water that will suck down objects 
Hubs: center part of a wheel 
Obtain: get / receive 
Keenness: a very smart mind 
 
Source: Mariposa County, California History and Genealogy Research; created Nov, 2001; Jan 
2015  

     1915 
--   1849 
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Gold Rush Document B (Modified)   Name: ______________________ 
       # _______ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Historical Background 
The following is an undated reminiscent account by Jacob Allender, a member of the 
Cadiz, Ohio group that included James Shimer and Colonel John Conwell. The group left 
Cadiz, Ohio on March 20, 1849 for the California gold fields. 
 
 
 
 
Jacob Allender, “Adventures and Experiences of a Forty-Niner” 
 
In the year 1848, I was living in Cadiz, the county seat of Harrison County, Ohio, when 
the news came that gold had been discovered in California. The excitement was high; and 
nearly everybody was going to dig it out by the ton. People of all trades sat nearly every 
night and consulted, planned, and signed agreements to go in the following spring.  Only 
13 came forward and signed, out of more than 50 who talked the loudest at first. 
 
Then we appointed a committee to go West and purchase mules. After their return with 
the mules, all but two were unbroken, never having been haltered. We then had a lively 
time breaking mules and getting firearms and knives with which to kill Indians. 
 
(Continued on next page.) 
 

Vocabulary 
Trades: occupations/types of work 
Breaking: training and taming an animal so that it can be ridden or do work 
Ferry: a boat used to take people, wagons, and goods across a river or lake 
Big Muddy: the Missouri River 
Habitation / Habitat: a place where people or animals live 
Forded: crossed 
Lashed: tied  
Play: use 
Profited largely thereby: made a much better difference because of it  
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Source: Ropes/Kolstad family papers and the Nebraska State Historical Society, 
RG1134.AM:  Jacob Allender 
 
 
 

Gold Rush Document B (Allender - unmodified page) 
 


